Globecast completes TV and VOD second screen
coverage for the FIA World Endurance Championship
as well as Le Mans
For the second year, Globecast has provided complete live and additional VOD
coverage of the renowned World Endurance Championship, including Le Mans

Paris, 5th December 2017 — Globecast, the global solutions provider for
media, has completed a second successful season of full coverage of the
FIA World Endurance Championship from circuits around the world. It also
provided coverage of the world famous 24 Hours of Le Mans as well as the
six-race European Le Mans Series and Michelin Le Mans Cup series.
Globecast was contracted by consultant Natalie Fargier, CEO of Best
Sports, who in turn worked for the organizers of the events, Le Mans
Endurance Management and ACO (Automobile Club de l’Ouest).
Globecast supplied a range of services including a live international HD
MPEG-4 feed of qualifying for the race and the race itself at each circuit,
as well as an additional VOD feed for second screen viewing.
Globecast handled the complete transmission coordination for each
event, with a team member working onsite to manage the construction of
the mux for the VOD feed. Satellite capacity was also arranged and SNGs
provided – either Globecast’s or working with a third-party where
necessary – or at some circuits using fiber connectivity. Tight liaising with
the event organizers throughout the weekend was paramount, with the
dedicated Globecast team member onsite working with the Globecast

team in Paris, who ensured that the feeds were received without fault as
well as handling onwards distribution across Europe and the US.
The VOD feed contained additional coverage and data about each
race. This included pre-recorded driver interviews plus coverage from up
to ten onboard cameras. This was supplied to a VOD player that fed the
associated smartphone/tablet app.
Fargier said, “We have been hugely impressed with the level of service –
both technical and all the associated coordination – that Globecast has
supplied across these complex events. The key point is that viewers have
benefitted from a very high-quality experience, both via the live and VOD
feeds.”
Pierre Ramon, Account Manager at Globecast, commented, “This
contract was as much about coordinating all the various technologies
and associated parameters as it was about the actual transmission of the
signal. We faced particular connectivity challenges at some circuits but
rose to those challenges, ensuring smooth and glitch-free coverage for
that and every other event.”

###
About Globecast
Globecast helps customers to manage content and to deliver it wherever,
however and whenever required. The company provides agile and seamless
content acquisition, management and distribution services globally, constantly
innovating and investing in new technologies to create customer-centric new
services. Globecast has created the number one global hybrid fiber and satellite

network for video contribution and distribution. It delivers any type of video
service including: TV Everywhere OTT, satellite, cable, video-on-demand and
CDN delivery using cloud-enabled media solutions. It supplies Content
Acquisition, Aggregation and Distribution (CAAD) services to over 110 networks.
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